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Executive Summary
This Report has been prepared to support the preparation of a master plan for Marriott Park,
which is located in the south-eastern portion of the Nowra CBD. The park has a long history
with the local community and its improvement will enable it to fulfil a new role for the
growing resident and worker populations that frequent the area, as well as a stopover point
for those travelling through the area.
The park has and will continue to be subject to changes in its use and importance as the
nearby Nowra CBD grows. The changes in surrounding development also means that more
and more people are using the park for both recreation and as a thoroughfare. This
increasing role will continue to make the park an important area of urban open space within
the context of the city. Over and above this growth, the park has now also been identified for
the development of a Variety Livvi’s Place playground - likely to result in even greater use into
the foreseeable future.
At the present time the park contains a number of buildings and other structures in various
stages of their lifecycle, inefficient and disconnected parking and vehicle access areas, as well
as a notable lack of formalised paths. A seasonal influx of Corella birds also causes damage
to the vegetation, infrastructure and is a major nuisance for surrounding properties. The
core feature of the park is a man-made pond. This is in need of attention including the failing
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edges to the pond and overgrown / excessive vegetation around its perimeter which is
affecting views and safety within the park itself.
The Princes Highway, which forms one of the park boundaries, is also an extremely busy
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thoroughfare, with the majority of traffic (including heavy vehicles) travelling through the
town en-route to other destinations. Potential future widening of the highway is expected to
impact the eastern side of the park, and this will need to be accounted for in to the future.
In response to the existing site constraints and future conditions, the master plan proposes
the following key directions:
o

Provision of a suite of new and accessible infrastructure facilities, including the Livvi’s
Place playground, but also associated parking improvements, pathways, picnic
facilities and amenities that make for a comprehensive space

o

Improvement of the pond area, including the provision of new edging, viewing
platforms, water quality features and landscape works, aimed at re-establishing the

o

pond as a central attractive feature of the space
Reinvigoration of the central portion of the site by increasing use of the existing Girl
Guides Hall, potentially including a small café, consolidating memorials to a new
heritage style garden precinct, and better integrating this space with Kinghorne
Street to the west

o

Provision of park facilities on the northern side of the pond to integrate with
Werninck Cottage, and to provide an accessible location for the increasing number of
workers and visitors to the Nowra CBD

Overall, the project aims to identify opportunities to increase the use of the park, create a
safe and welcoming atmosphere and to provide the necessary infrastructure to service the
site into the future.
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1.

Introduction

1.1

Purpose

The purpose of the Marriott Park Master Plan (“the master plan”) is to prepare a blueprint
for the future of the Marriott Park area (“the park”), ensuring that the community needs for
the space are met and the management of the site can be approached in a positive and proactive way. The master plan ultimately seeks to assist the town to improve the connectivity of
the space to the centre of Nowra whilst establishing attractive and useable facilities that meet
future needs to service a variety of local users, those that are passing through the area, and
with the introduction of an accessible playground, ensuring that the facility is inclusive for all.
The master plan builds on the work of Shoalhaven City Council (“Council”) in responding to
the need for change to meet the opportunities of the area. Council has undertaken a number
of consultation events and activities that have greatly informed the requirements of the
master plan. Subsequent targeted consultation has also been undertaken with key user
groups and related authorities, culminating in the master plan as presented in this document.

1.2

Need for a Master Plan
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The need for the master plan has stemmed from the acknowledgement that the Nowra CBD
is continuing to grow, with Marriott Park being located on the south-eastern portion of this
area. As a consequence of growth in both the worker and general residential population of
context of the city.
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the area, the park is becoming an increasingly important area of urban open space within the
The immediate context of the site has also changed in recent years. Previous low use, low
density development such are car sales yards have been replaced with the high use and
higher density development - including a McDonalds restaurant and Quest serviced
apartment building that are now located on Plunket Street, being the park’s northern
boundary. These developments have seen changes in the way that people move through the
park and the destinations that they are seeking.
Marriott Park was originally established in 1946 and was known then as Hyam’s Park. It was
later renamed Marriott Park in honour of Thomas Marriott, the first captain of Nowra
Volunteer Fire Brigade. The park has a significant historical value to the township of Nowra,
with several memorials and monuments having been established over time, albeit some of
which have since been removed. Today, the park is particularly well used by parents
accessing the playground areas, by people moving through the park to the adjoining CBD
areas, and by workers in their lunchbreaks.
Over time, the area is expected to be become a more popular parking location and access
through and around the park will become more important. Combined with the selection of
the site for an accessible play space initiative, the future of the site will see much greater use
and need for infrastructure to support this growth.
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1.3

Master Plan Development

The development of the master plan has been ongoing for some time, with Council initially
seeking to better understand the current use of the park through observation and survey of
use. Locale Consulting and Ayling & Drury Landscape Architecture were then engaged to
review the existing situation, undertake preliminary consultation and develop the master
plan. Since this time, the area has been identified as a preferred location for a new accessible
playground, a site for which has been identified within the master plan drawings. This
process is outlined in the flow-chart below.

Initial
observation
/ surveys by
Council

Initial review
of current
situation

Consultation
with key
stakeholders

Draft Master
Plan
developed

Master Plan
endorsed

Figure 1: Master Plan process flowchart
The development of the master plan therefore seeks to build on both existing and new
implementation process.
The report is set out as follows:
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information, stakeholder feedback and the needs of Council to prepare a basis for an ongoing

Section 2: provides an overview of the existing situation and site context

o

Section 3: provides a brief overview of the consultation and engagement activities
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o

undertaken, and the key outcomes of note
o

Section 4: provides an overview of the project vision and master plan principles that
have been used to drive the design work

o

Section 5: provides a discussion of the various elements of the master plan and how
these can be brought together for implementation

o

Section 6: provides a plan for implementation of the project

The final section provides a short review of the intent of the master plan and concluding
statements.
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2.

Existing Situation

This section provides an overview of the existing site location and context and existing site
attributes.

2.1

Location and Description

Nowra is located on the South Coast of NSW, 160 kilometres south of Sydney. Located on the
southern bank of Shoalhaven River, the city is part of the broader urban area also
incorporating Bomaderry on the River’s northern side. Nowra is the largest of the urban
centres within the City of Shoalhaven local government area (LGA). Marriott Park sits on the
south-eastern fringe of the Nowra CBD and provides a transition from primarily business /
commercial development to the north, to predominantly residential development to the
south. The locality within the broader area is shown in Figure 2.
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Bomaderry

North Nowra

Nowra CBD
MARRIOTT PARK

Figure 2: Project location in Nowra / Bomaderry urban context
The main south coast arterial road, the Princes Highway, bisects Nowra and forms the
eastern boundary of the park. To the west of the park are a range of educational,
community, institutional and visitor accommodation (motel) facilities. Some of these are
within the same “block” as the park, which is otherwise bound by streets on its other sides Princes Highway to the east, Plunkett Street to the north, Douglas Street to the south and
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Kinghorne Street to the west. The park in the context of its immediate surrounds is shown in
Figure 3.

Nowra CBD
SHOPPING
CENTRE

SERVICED
APARTMENTS
MUSEUM

MCDONALDS

YOUTH
CENTRE

POLICE

SCHOOL
CHURCH

MARRIOTT PARK

2.2

Brief History
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Figure 3: Project area context
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MOTEL

Nowra Municipal Council purchased around 5 acres of land in 1937 that is home to the
current Marriott Park, with a committee of local people being formed in 1946 to clear the
previous ‘swamp area’ and create parklands set around an artificial lake1. The area was
originally known as Hyam's Park, named after the first landholder, but eventually became
Marriott Park, honouring Thomas Marriott who was the first Captain of Nowra's Volunteer
Fire Brigade and a respected local. The general layout of the park was designed by local
artist, Leonard Long, and the original work on the park was carried out by volunteers.
In 1947 a series of tree plantings occurred, honouring the men of the district that had been
killed in the Second World War. These are identified by the memorial rock and plaque located
near the existing amenities building in the south east corner of the site. Also around the
time, plans for a ‘Girl Guides Club Room’ were approved by Council and constructed by
volunteers over the ensuing seven years, eventually being opened in 1953.
Werninck Cottage, located in the north-western corner of the site, was constructed in 1922,
with Council purchasing the property in 1984 and following an upgrade in 1985, the site has
since been used for craft and displays. In 2002, camellia gardens were relocated from
Bomaderry, being planted along the highway as a buffer to the area.

1

Historical comments generally based on “A BRIEF HISTORY OF MARRIOTT PARK, NOWRA” compiled by Robyn Florance Ass/Dip LAH
(UNE)
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2.3

Existing Site Conditions

2.3.1

General Features

Marriott Park’s dominant feature is the large central waterbody that is fed from the west and
south before combining through an underground stormwater outlet in the north-eastern
corner. The Princes Highway on the eastern side of the park is also a significant feature. In
particular the Highway creates noise, and whilst it is currently well screened with landscape
and large trees that reduce its visual impacts, part of the park is subject to a road widening /
resumption area (RMS) that may reduce this in the future (timing is however unknown).
The site is otherwise popular for its playground and relatively well used as a thoroughfare to
and from the adjoining CBD. However, much of the existing infrastructure and previous
landscape works are in need of renewal and improvement to match to the current and
predicted long-term increase in future use - particularly with the increase in use expected
from the provision of a substantive new inclusive playground facility. Notable, and as shown
in the images at Figure 4, are the lack of formalised paths despite clear walking desire lines,
failing edges to the pond, overgrown / excessive vegetation that cuts off views, lack of lighting
and the disconnect between existing inefficient parking areas and the park area.
The park also features a range of furniture, several memorials and some bridges that traverse
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the drainage line, further details of which are provided in Section 2.3.3.

1

2

3

4

1. ACCESS ROAD AND CAR PARKING AREA IS INEFFICIENT AND DISCONNECTED FROM PLAYGROUND BY ADJOINING OPEN DRAIN
2. WALKING DESIRE LINE FROM BRIDGE IS WARN AWAY, WITH NO FORMAL PATHWAY AVAILABLE
3. EDGE OF POND FAILING IS VARIOUS LOCATIONS
4. VEGETATION AROUND LAKE AND DRAINAGE LINE IS OVERGROWN AND BLOCKS VIEWS

Figure 4: Existing Park condition photos
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2.3.2

Slope, Elevation and Views

Consistent with the prevailing drainage patterns, the park’s low points extend from mid-block
areas of the southern and western boundaries to the pond and lower again through to main
drainage outlet in the north-eastern corner. The eastern boundary has an increasing
elevation to the south-east corner, where a large open grassed space has high quality views
over the pond to Nowra and the surrounding mountain ridge line behind. With the eastern
boundary becoming more elevated to the south east corner it also has the benefit of reducing
the view impacts of the Highway.
Around the pond, views range from being relatively open to being more enclosed due to
planting around the pond edges. This vegetation makes some areas feel more isolated,
disconnected, and less safe than the more open areas. Longer distance views to the northwest are restricted by the planting when viewed from lower levels / pond area of the park.
Conversely, the vegetation along the eastern boundary comprises more recent understorey
planting with large native trees creating an extensive canopy over this area. Unfortunately,
some of this area is identified for future widening of the Princes Highway and some of these
larger trees, fencing and existing south-east corner entry area are likely to be removed. A
further constraint related to the area of the Pond and associated drainage lines which are
identified as being within the Flood Planning Area which is the equivalent to the 1 in 100-year
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event plus freeboard.
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1. PLANTING ALONG EASTERN BOUNDARY PROVIDING BARRIER FROM HIGHWAY - SOME TREES MAY BE REMOVED FOR WIDENING
2. VIEWS TO NORTH-WEST ACROSS POND TO NOWRA CBD BEHIND AND MOUNTAIN RANGE BEYOND
3. EXTENT OF FLOOD PLANNING AREA ACROSS PARK
4. MAIN DRAINAGE OUTLET EXPOSED IN NORTH-EASTERN CORNER OF SITE

Figure 5: Vegetation, views, flood area and drainage photos
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2.3.3

Existing Buildings and Other Features

Three main buildings existing within the park boundaries. These are:
o

Werninck Cottage: a heritage listed arts and crafts cottage with a frontage to Plunkett
Street

o

Girl Guide Hall: located centrally within the park and understood to be utilised by the
group on a fortnightly basis, with other occasional users able to hire from Girl Guides

o

Amenities / toilet building: located in the south-eastern corner and in relatively poor,
though operational condition

The photos at Figure 6 show these facilities and their relationship with the adjoining open

2
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space.

3

4

1. GIRL GUIDE HALL WITH EXISTING LAWN FRONTAGE TO PARK
2. EXISTING AMENITY BLOCK ON HILL ABOVE SOUTH-EAST CORNER PICNIC AREA
3. REAR OF WERNINCK COTTAGE WITH OPPORTUNITY TO PROVIDE ACTIVATION TO REAR PARK AREA
4. FRONTAGE OF WERNINCK COTTAGE WITH PRESENTATION TO PLUNKETT STREET

Figure 6: Existing buildings within Marriott Park
With regular use and active participation, the Werninck Cottage facility is a well-known facility
within the area. Its presence within the north-western corner of the park provides for regular
use and passive surveillance of this area. Further incorporation of the facility within the
setting of the park can assist in providing additional activation and presence and this is
encouraged.
Conversely, the Girl Guide Hall building is centrally positioned within the park with no street
frontage and with comparatively poor levels of passive surveillance provided either to or from

Marriott Park
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the facility. The building is serviced by a small number of parking spaces to the south-east,
with adjoining grassed areas and plantings being present around the building. There are
however no pathways or equal access ramps to the building that has a number of steps at
the main front door.
Accessibility is similarly deficient to the existing amenities block, which is set amongst larger
native trees in the south-eastern portion of the site. This area is an elevated position, with an
internal gravel path leading to the building having a number of elevation changes / steps.
In the remainder of the park area are a number of other improvements including:
o

A war memorial rock and inscription adjoining the amenities building in the southeast of the site

o

Memorial plaques set within rocks in the north-east corner of the site and near the
Girl Guide Hall

o

Two larger gazebo style shelters with seating - one more substantial and enclosed
than the other

o

Other general improvements including timber picnic table sets, seats, barbecue,
refuse bins and landscaping

o

Popular playground facilities including swing set, slides and climbing wall, as well as
individual pieces including spinning and springer equipment, all set within a
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o

surrounding concrete pathway
Basic lighting of some park areas, including in the south eastern picnic area
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Many of these features are highlighted in the site analysis plans in Appendix A.

1. / 2. EXISTING PLAYGROUND FACILITIES
3. / 4. EXISTING PICNIC AREA INCLUDING VARIOUS SEATING, TABLES AND SHELTERS

Figure 7: Existing playground and picnic areas
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2.4

Stakeholder Engagement

Council commenced community engagement activities in 2018, undertaking user mapping of
the park to better understand how it is used, as well as user surveys to understand user
perceptions of the area. These early observational activities highlighted the popularity of the
play facilities at the park, as well as the use of the site as a thoroughfare between residential
areas to the south and the Nowra CBD in the north.
The community survey also highlighted concern over safety within the park, alongside the
upkeep of the area and provision of modern facilities being barriers to the use of the area.
The site is however popular for its playground and is recognised as being a central open
space. Parking in and around the site is generally available, particularly on Douglas Street
which adjoins the playground area. Being relatively central, access to the park is generally
either by car and foot.
In 2019, additional targeted consultation was undertaken to further inform the master
planning process. These included a series of meetings with internal Council staff (including
Council’s Aboriginal Community Development Officer), Marriott Park users, surrounding
organisations and other associated with the locality. Consultation was undertaken via face to
face meetings, email or telephone. Those consulted include:
Nowra Public School

o

Werninck Cottage

o

Nowra Youth Centre

o

Quest Apartments

o

Parkhaven Motel

o

Marriott Park Motel

o

McDonalds

o

Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints

o

Salt Ministries

o

Nowra Police
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o

Three themes that have been relatively clear throughout the consultation process is that:
o

There is an immediate and recurring issue with Corella birds, which are both noisy
and destructive to the park infrastructure and surrounding areas

o

There are generally concerns with safety, or perception of safety associated with the
park, including drug use, anti-social behaviour and homelessness

o

There is a need for improvements to the site, including pathways, the pond and its
surrounds, the amenities building and the play areas / picnic infrastructure

During the master planning process, Marriott Park has also been identified as a preferred
location for a Variety Livvi’s Place playground. A Livvi’s Place playground is an inclusive play
space designed for children of all ages and abilities to play side by side.
Consultation during the exhibition period is anticipated to further ensure that the project is
meeting the broader community’s needs and desires.

Marriott Park
Master Plan - Design Report
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3.

Master Plan Vision & Principles

Within the context of the existing situation as outlined in the previous Section, the following
project vision and principles have been developed to inform the design process and to
ensure that the project continues to address core community needs as it progresses through
detailed design and implementation.

3.1

Project Vision
To reinvigorate Marriott Park to become an equitable, accessible and integral
part of Nowra, providing high quality open space and play opportunities that
take advantage of its existing natural assets, provides a basis for family
orientated gatherings, and establishes public spaces that deliver memorable
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experiences for those that visit the area.
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3.2

Master Plan Principles

The following principles have been developed to guide the master planning process and its
subsequent delivery:

i.

Increase the accessibility of the space, with the inclusion of a shared pathway
element around the pond, that connects park features and adjoining footpath
network

ii.

Create a more open and visually connected space through a reduction in midstorey planting and visual barriers that block views through the site

iii.

Rationalise the variety of infrastructure to establish a clear palette of materials,
colours and plant species that create a stronger sense of place and increased
functionality and range of activities

iv.

Increase the attractiveness of Marriott Park as a destination by introducing new
public toilets and higher quality play facilities that act as an “attractor” for those
passing through or stopping in the area

v.

Ensure that the existing community building is best meeting the broader needs of
the community, including the Girl Guides, but also others as a central facility to

vi.
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meet the needs of park users

Promote the park as a place to engage in Nowra’s heritage / history with improved
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integration of existing heritage elements including Werninck Cottage, Guide Hall,
memorial gardens and new interpretive information, as well as linkages /
promotion of the nearby Nowra Museum
vii.

Create open spaces and associated infrastructure that enables the flexible use of
the park for a range of primarily community-based activities

viii.

Improve interaction between park users and the pond through viewing
opportunities, safe edges and healthy water quality conditions

ix.

Provide an attractive street level interface with high levels of permeability to
increase safety, passive surveillance and access

The overarching project vision and master plan principles seek to respond to community
needs and the likely significant increase in use of the site into the future. How these are
established within the context of the future master plan are further described in the following
section.

Marriott Park
Master Plan - Design Report
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4.

Master Plan Elements

This section provides a review of the proposed master plan (see plans at Appendix B). This is
done through the identification of the various elements of the design and how these interact
with the current and future aims. It is noted that the images provided within this section are
character images only and not the “finished product” being suggested for this project. Artist
impression perspectives are also used to provide an indication of how the project will look
upon implementation.
There are four core parts of the master plan that are identified as follows:
o

New play space, picnic, access and car parking area

o

Community hall and gardens area

o

Pond and surrounding area improvements

o

Werninck Cottage and streetscape areas

Each of these core elements of the plan are further discussed in the following sub-sections.

4.1

New play space, picnic and southern entry

The proposed play space area (refer Plan 05 at Appendix B) would be focused on an enlarged
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footprint generally incorporating the space from the existing playground to the existing
amenities block. The key changes to the existing situation would include:
o

Existing access and on-site parking would be substantially
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upgraded, including the covering of the existing open
stormwater drain / culvert that dislocates the existing parking
area and playground. A total of approx. 23 parking spaces
would be created, replacing approx. 10 under the current
configuration.
o

On-street parallel parking would also be replaced with angled
parking, approx.. 11 spaces, creating additional formalised
spaces along Douglas Street with direct park access via
accessible pathways

o

The enclosure of the existing drain would enable the creation of
an entry forecourt style area, including a new accessible
amenity building to replace the existing facility. The area would
retain some larger shade trees, with seating and accessible
pathways.

o

Provision of integrated accessible play space (subject to future
concept design) and picnic shelter areas, including seating,
tables, BBQs and integrated landscape features. This would
include a variety of accessible play features, with adjoining
tables that integrate between the formal play area, and the
informal open space.

Marriott Park
Master Plan - Design Report
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The area would be connected to the broader park via a new 2.5m wide shared pathway that
would encircle the existing pond area. The pathway would join the various elements, as well
as including an exercise equipment area / fitness station, encouraging park use for early
morning walks and exercise activities.
A formal pedestrian access point into the park would be provided
via new external pathways on Douglas Street. Landscape works
would dominate the eastern boundary, screening the highway
and creating an attractive backdrop to the park area. Signature
sandstone wall and park signage would be provided at the southeastern corner, effectively advertising the park to highway users.
Within this space a series of large format shelters would provide
substantial shade and picnic facilities, enabling both larger and
smaller group gatherings. In the south-eastern corner of the site
adjoining the pond, a turfed picnic area would be retained, taking
advantage of large existing trees which provides an attractive
natural setting. New platform style seating would be included in
this area. The existing picnic gazebo would also be retained
however with walls removed to improve passive surveillance of
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the area.
The eastern edge of the park (the Highway verge), is flagged for
future highway expansion which should be considered in terms
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of future noise, visual and access impacts. Allowance has been
made for new plantings along this edge within the potential
realigned Park boundary to create a softening of the highway in
relation to the park.

Provision of new play equipment is seen as important to the
positioning of Marriott Park as a distinct attraction. A highquality play area is a key element to families coming to the
location and staying for a longer period to enjoy the broader
space. Provision of new higher quality play equipment, in
accordance with Livvi’s Place concept plans (to be prepared
separately), would be implemented as soon as possible. As such
the play space identified in the master plan is subject to ongoing
concept and detailed design processes.

4.2

Community hall and gardens area

To the north-west of the new play space area, the shared pathway would lead to the existing
Girl Guide building and its surrounds which would again be significantly improved under the
master plan (refer Plan 04 at Appendix B).
This area would firstly be improved through the removal of the redundant vehicle turning
circle, which currently enable cars and roads to dominant the space and dislocate the park
the southern and western portions of the park. Instead, the southern car park would have a

Marriott Park
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simplified three point turn bay. This would continue to provide high levels of vehicle
accessibility into the park without the parking areas dominating the open spaces. These
improvements would also be aimed at increasing the accessibility and use of the playground
area and Guide Hall.
The existing Girl Guide building would be re-imagined under the
new arrangements, continuing to be used by this group, but also
being much more regularly used by a wider variety of community
organisations. The facility could also be used as a small café or
similar facility, with a forecourt to the north for outdoor seating,
and a more formalised / heritage style garden arrangement
incorporating and celebrating the various on-site memorials including the WWII memorial and aspects of the camellia
gardens. A new access ramp could be provided to the building,
with the new accessible amenities in the play space area being
easily available as a public use facility.
In the central area created by the shape of the pond, the open
parkland area of central lawn would be generally retained and
shaped to further overlook the water. The existing gazebo would
be directly connected to the path network and be simplified to
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better connect with its surrounds and have improved passive
surveillance to enable the space to be safely used for events and
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functions.

A key direction for the area is to create both an engaging and a
highly visible space, encouraging people to interact with
memorials and historical information that would be centralised
in this area. At present, a number of memorials are located
around the park, but often in isolation and without an effective
setting or legible context.
The mid-block park entrance on Kinghorne Street is emphasised
in the master plan drawing in pedestrians and taking advantage
of the views over the smaller pond cascades and wider park area
- creating better safety and interest. The area would include a
viewing platform, seating and heritage interpretive information,
whilst also covering the unattractive stormwater inlet. Path ways
would then connect to the north and south of the watercourse,
with stepping stones provided across to encourage interaction
with the water.
New park signage and sandstone entry walls would again be a
feature on the western entry to create legibility, consistency and
uniformity across the space.

Marriott Park
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4.3

Pond and Surrounding Improvements

To the north and east of the pond would be largely open space areas that see the
continuation of the looped shared path as a central connecting feature. On the northern /
Plunkett Street frontage, a number of large format shelters would again be provided,
encouraging both CBD workers and those visiting the adjoining McDonalds restaurant to
interact with the public space.
New park signage and sandstone entry walls would again feature
around Werninck Cottage, and at the intersection of Plunkett Street
and the Princes Highway. Between the two formalised entry points
would be new understorey planting established to accentuate the
existing avenue of memorial trees. This would also act to reduce or
soften the impact of the busy Plunket Street / Highway intersection,
rationalise park entry, and provide greater sense of space within the
park.
Immediately within the north-eastern entry, and aligning with the
visual sight lines of the Plunkett Street / Highway intersection, would
be another viewing platform over the pond. This will provide good
passive surveillance into the park, as well as providing an interaction
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point with the water and again covering the stormwater outlet in
this location. The platform is symmetrically aligned with other park
information.

DR

elements and would also include historical / interpretive

On the waterfront, a number of improvements would also be
undertaken. Across the entire pond frontage a new retaining wall
edge is required and these are envisaged to be in the form of
‘sandstone logs’ that would be shaped to suit, providing both a
formal and more informal edge where appropriate (e.g. where
landscape is used as a biofilter of overland flows before entering the
pond for example). This same sandstone material would also be
used for seating and entry walls, creating uniformity across the site.
Small retaining / seating walls being used would also assist in the
height transition. Examples of this form of treatment are shown in
the adjoining character images.
A minor loop path would run along the central inner curve of the Pond with a major loop
around the wider Pond area, encompassing the picnic and seating areas of open lawn
located on the northern and southern ends of the Pond as well as the central lawn events
area around the retaining gazebo. The extent of pathways and hard pavement would again
be examined at the detailed design stage, with a view to inclusion of smaller low
maintenance garden areas which would also soften these areas.
Clear desire / view lines would be created to and around the pond area, drawing visitors to
the water - the main asset of the site. This would be supported by vegetation management
and thinning of the mid-storey to open up and frame views. The whole area would also be
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significantly softened and connected with the natural landscape by
using local native understorey planting and strategically placed
native tree species.
The stormwater inlet from Kinghorne Street feeds into a series of
smaller ponds before entering the larger area. The water quality
of this larger area would be improved through both the existing
cascades that provide aeration, but also the provision of two
fountains within the larger pond area. Between these, riparian
planting and bioretention elements, water quality is expected to
be maintained, whilst the noise created by the fountains will soften
the traffic noise that otherwise dominates the background.
Where the cascades and pond inlet meet the larger pond, the
existing wooden footbridge would be replaced with a new
accessible timber structure. This would elevate its appeal and
importance in line with its increased usage as a key north - south
linkage across part as part of the shared path network.

4.4

Werninck Cottage and streetscape areas
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A number of improvements would also be undertaken in the area of the existing heritage
listed Werninck Cottage - being in the north-western portions of the site (refer Plan 06 at
Appendix B). The Cottage’s location is adjacent to the Nowra Youth

DR

Centre with its main frontage to Plunkett Street.

However, the Cottage is within the park boundaries and there are
opportunities for this space to better integrate with the park
through a small dedicated space where small events and activities
or stalls could be undertaken. This would have the benefit of
increasing the use and passive surveillance of the park, as well as
providing the Cottage with the addition of functional outdoor
space.
To highlight the Cottage’s presence as part of the park, small entry
walls would be established on Plunkett Street to match the park’s
entry features. Surrounds of the Cottage would be terraced to
ensure that the external space is able to be effectively used. This
could also potentially incorporate further heritage information as
part of the wider park’s historical significance.
The streetscape along Plunkett Street, Douglas Street and
Kinghorne Street would be improved to increase the visual
appearance and pedestrian amenity of the area, and in doing so, improve overall connectivity
of the park to the broader Nowra area. This process includes providing perimeter footpaths
at least along the length of Plunkett Street and Kinghorne Street, as well as along the main
park frontage area of Douglas Street (noting that this is a main parking spot for those
accessing the park).
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5.

Implementation Plan

Implementation of the master plan is expected to be undertaken either as a single project, or
subject to funding availability, delivered as a comprehensive process. This section provides
an indication of the proposed staging of the project if required, its costs and what the next
phases of implementation will require.

5.1

Recommended Staging

Overall, the project has been divided into three potential stages as follows:
o

Stage 1: Playground, amenities, car parking, loop path and pond works to include:
-

Provision of a new accessible playground in conjunction with a Variety Livvi’s
Place project

-

Cover of the existing drain and provision of new car parking arrangements in the
south-western corner of the site

-

New accessible amenities to service the new playground facilities

-

Provision of improved picnic facilities including large format shelters as part of
the southern picnic area
Initial shared pathway loop and connections to Plunkett and Kinghorne Street

-

Selective pruning and removal of existing vegetation to improve passive
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-

surveillance

Stage 2: Pond and general park improvements
-

Improvements to the pond including water quality initiatives (water fountains),

DR

o

sandstone edging and associated planting
-

Provision of north eastern viewing platform and treatment of adjoining
stormwater culvert

-

Upgrade of gazebo, lawn surrounds and additional pathway along pond edge

-

Provision of new picnic facilities including large format shelters as part of the
northern picnic area upgrade

-

Streetscape treatment along Plunkett Street

-

Upgrade of southern picnic lawns including fitness equipment installation and
upgrade of existing picnic facilities

o

Stage 3: Community Hall, gardens, gathering space and associated areas
-

Provision of works to and around the Community Hall to increase usability,
including potential for integration or addition of small café space

-

Provision of a formalised memorial / heritage garden area incorporating small
outdoor café seating or gathering area

-

Provision of pathways and access arrangements from Kinghorne Street
(including viewing platform) to enliven the area and increase passive surveillance

o

-

Improvements to landscape and water interactions in the south-western area

-

Work around and incorporating Werninck Cottage

Stage 4: Princes Highway frontage
-

Landscape treatment along eastern boundary in response to future widening of
highway as and when required
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Implementation of Stage 1 in conjunction with the implementation of the Variety Livvi’s Place
playground is considered to be the minimum requirements to enable the increased use of
the space whilst remaining functional and able to meet the needs of users (e.g. accessible
parking and toilet facilities).
Stages 2 and 3 should be pursued in parallel or as separate project stages according to
available funding. Stage 4 is only likely to be required as and when the widening of the
Princes Highway occurs. A plan of the proposed stages is provided in Appendix B.

Estimated Project Costs - See Separate Attachment

5.1.2

Next Steps
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5.1.1

Following the public exhibition and final approval of the master plan by Council, the following
phases of implementation or “implementation strategy” would be recommended:
o

Phase 1: Obtain necessary approvals, including planning consents or planning
assessments, including undertaking detailed engineering assessment of pond edge
and stormwater requirements

o

Phase 2: Undertake any necessary detailed studies that have not otherwise been
completed in the first phase to enable detailed design to commence (e.g.
geotechnical / survey)

o

Phase 3: Undertake detailed design / engineering and develop construction level
plans ready for implementation - be shovel ready
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o

Phase 4: Construct stages or individual elements of the project as funding becomes
available (see note below).

This implementation strategy does not include the implications of processes involved in
sourcing the necessary funds to implement the project. Whilst it is understood that Council
has some funding available to initiate implementation of the project in conjunction with the
Variety Livvi’s Place project, other funds would also be needed to sufficiently meet the
expected costs - with the available Council’s funds potentially being used to leverage
additional grant funding where possible. As such, it is noted and accepted that the above
implementation strategy may need to be progressed in a more ad-hoc way to meet the needs
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of funding opportunities.
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– Analysis and Schematic Plans
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– Master Plan Drawings
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